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$\bullet$ Vl : .
$\bullet$ V2 : .. V3 :






HVF (Highest Vlue First)
HVDF(Highest Value Density First)












Deflnition 3.1.1 ( )



















$C$ . $a,b,\cdots$ Act
, xl,x2, $C$ . $B(C)$
g , clodc
. $B(C)$ clock constraints
. , $m,n$ .
Deflnition 3.1.2 ( )
action Act $C$ ,
$\mathrm{P}$ $\langle N, l_{0}, E, I, M\rangle$
.. $N$. $l\mathit{0}\in N$. $E\subseteq N\cross B(C)\mathrm{x}$ Act $\mathrm{x}2^{C}\mathrm{x}N$
$\bullet$ $I$ : $N\mapsto B(C)$ dock
constmint
$\bullet$ $M$ : $N‘arrow \mathrm{P}$
( $l,$ $g,$ $a,$ $r,$ $l’\rangle\in E$ $l\underline{g,a,r_{\iota}}$. $l’$ $\text{ }$ . ,
, $C$ (clock assign-
ment ) clock , dock
assignment $\nu$ .
$(l, \sigma, q)$ .
$l$









Deflnition S.2.1 ( Sch, Run)
$Sch(q)$ task queue





$[P^{1}(0, d_{P^{1}}-c_{P^{1}}, V_{P^{1}}(t_{P^{1}}+c_{P^{1}}))$ ,







$[P^{1}(0, d_{P^{1}}-c_{P^{1}}, V_{P^{1}}(t_{P^{1}}+c_{P^{1}}))$ ,
:.
$P^{1}(0, d_{P}:-(c_{P^{1}}+\cdots+c_{P}:),$ $V_{P^{i}}(t_{P^{\dot{l}}}+c_{P^{\iota+}}$
. . . $+c_{P}:$ )),

















$P_{i}\in q,\forall P_{k}\in qPr(P_{i})\geq Pr(P_{k})$
$Pr(P)$ $P$
. Earliest deadline flrst(EDF):
$P_{j}\in q,\forall P_{k}\in qd:\leq d_{k}$
. First come flrst served(FCFS):
$P_{i}\in q,\forall P_{k}\in qD:-d_{i}\geq D_{k}-d_{k}$
. Least laxity flrst(LLF):
$P_{1}\in q,\forall P_{k}\in qd:-c_{\mathrm{t}}\leq d_{k}-c_{k}$










. , ( )
HVF





$n\geq 2$ : $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$q$ ,

















$\langle N, l_{0}, E, I, M\rangle$
.. ( $l,$ $\sigma,$ $q\rangle$ $arrow a$ ( $m,\sigma[rrightarrow$ $0|,$ $Sc\text{ }(M(m)$ ::
$q))$ if $larrow mg,a,\mathrm{r}$ and $\sigma\models g$ ( ). $(l, \sigma, q)arrow t(l, \sigma+t, Run(q,t))$ if $(\sigma+t)\models I(l)$
( )
d , \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}+d C c80c
$\sigma(x)+d$ clock $ass|gnment$ .
rC , [r\mapsto O]\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} r clock O
$C$ assignment , $r$ $C$
$\sigma$ – . $\sigma\in g$ dock assignment
$\sigma$ 9 . $M(m)::q$










$arrow(m, [x=3, y=3], \mathrm{I})3$
$arrow a(n, [x=0, y=3], [P_{2}(2,8, V_{2}(0))])$
$arrow a(n,$ $[x=0, y=\mathit{0}],$ $[P_{2}(2,8, V_{2}(0))$ ,
$P_{2}(2,8, V_{2}(O))])$
$arrow 3(n, [x=3, y=3], [P_{2}(1,\bm{5}, V_{2}(3))])$
$arrow a(n,$ $[x=3, y=0],$ $[P_{2}(2,8, V_{2}(0))$ ,
$P_{2}(1,5, V_{2}(3))])$
$arrow 1(n,$ $[x=4, y=1],$ $[P_{2}(1,7, V_{2}(1))$ ,
$P_{2}(1,4, V_{2}(4))])$
$arrow b(m,$ $[x=4, y=1],$ $[P_{2}(1,7, V_{2}(1))$ ,
$P_{2}(1,4, V_{2}(4)),$ $P_{1}(3,7, V_{1}(0))])$
$arrow 1(m,$ $[x=5, y=2],$ $[P_{2}(1,4, V_{2}(5))$ ,
$P_{1}(3,6, V_{1}(1))])$
$arrow a(n,$ $[x=\mathit{0}, y=2],$ $[P_{2}(1,4, V_{2}(5))$ ,






















automaton . zone automaton succes-
sor ( )
. [3] .
Deflnition 4.1.1 (Zone Successor)
$A$ clock zone $\varphi$ , $e$
, clock interpretation succ$(\varphi, e)$
clock zone .
zone automaton $1\mathrm{h}zone(l, \varphi)k(s^{l}, succ(\varphi, e))$
.
$A$ , zone automatonZ(A)
.
$\bullet$ $Z(A)$ $A$ zone .. $A$ $s$ , $(l,$ $[X:=$
$0])$ $Z(A)$ .
12
$\bullet$ $A$ $e=(l, a, \psi, \lambda, l’)$ clock zone $\varphi$
, $((l, \varphi),$ $a,$ $(s’, succ(\varphi, e)))$ .
4.2 successor
















$t_{\mathrm{t}}$ zone , $t_{l}$








clock zone $\rho_{1}$ ,
clock zone $\rho 0$ .
Deflnition 4.2.2 (Extend Zone Successor)
$A$ clock zOne\mbox{\boldmath $\varphi$},
$e$ , $\rho_{0},$ $\rho_{1}$ , clock interpretation
8uCC(\mbox{\boldmath $\varphi$}, e,\rho i) cloCk zone .
zone automaton zone$(l, \varphi, q)$




.. $Z(A)$ $A$ zone .. $A$ $\nearrow^{\backslash }l$ , $(l,$ $[X:=$
$0],$ $q)$ $Z(A)$ .
$\bullet$ $A$ $e=(l,a,\psi, \lambda, l’)$ dock zone $\varphi$ .
$i=0,1$ ,
$((l, \varphi, q),$ $a,$ $(l’,$ $succ(\varphi, e, \rho_{i})$ ,




$(l_{0}, \varphi_{0}, q)$ . $n$ taek queue
.
1. $(l_{0}, \varphi_{0}, q)$ $e$
$\rho 0,$ $\rho_{1}$ $(l,$ $\varphi$ $=$
$succ(\varphi 0, e, \rho:),$ $Sc\text{ }$($M(l)$ :: Run$(q,$ $t_{l})$ ) $)$
2. successor ,
$e$ $\rho_{0},$ $\rho_{1}$
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